
Audio and Art:
A Comparison of Visual and Auditory Stimuli on Human Emotions

Researchable Question:

How do visual versus auditory stimuli affect the 
emotions felt by humans when viewing famous 
works of art?

Results:

Methodology:
● Created audios from 4 famous paintings 

using reverse spectrogram software
● Sent out questionnaire to high school 

science students
● Collected and analyzed data

Interpretation and Conclusion:
● Data did not support hypothesis
● From this pool of data it is shown that 

humans do not feel the same emotions 
from audios created by reverse 
spectrograms  as they do paintings.



Introduction
● We came up with the question: How do different sensory inputs affect the feelings humans 

experience from famous pieces of art? 
○ We used this question to perform a survey-based experiment to find out the correlation 

between visual and auditory stimuli on human emotions. 
● In our research, we wanted to look at the correlation between the emotions felt while looking 

at famous works of art and the emotions felt listening to an equivalent sound created by a 
reverse spectrogram program. This allowed us to understand the connection between 
emotions and art, both visual and auditory. 

● The past studies we looked at involved human emotions through art or audio by themselves, 
however we were unable to find anything that involved both mediums.
○ One experiment we looked at included the way various age groups reacted to different 

visual, auditory, olfactory, or physical stimulation and the way they affected humans 
emotionally at different stages of life.

○ Another study aimed to do the opposite of ours by using a regular spectrogram to allow 
hard-of-hearing people to be able to “read” the tones and complexities of spoken 
language.



Question and Hypothesis

● How do visual versus auditory stimuli affect the emotions felt by humans when 
viewing famous works of art?

● If humans are presented with an auditory version of famous paintings, then the 
audio will invoke the same emotion as the emotions felt by looking at the paintings. 
This is because a reverse spectrogram graphs the repeated properties of an image, 
which includes colors, meaning that people may subconsciously associate the 
sounds they hear with those colors that are commonly associated with emotions.



Procedures
1. After selecting four images to use, we ran each of them through a reverse spectrogram audio player (Image) and 

downloaded the four new sounds.
2. In a Google Doc, we set up the first draft of our questions. 
3. For images, we asked “Which emotion most closely describes how you feel after seeing the image below?” and 

then the image file was followed by four options—happy, sad, anxious/fearful, and angry. 
4. For audios, we used a voice recording website (Vocaroo) that allowed us to upload our audios and create a URL for 

each of them. We put the link in the question on the Google Form as “Listen to the audio here: [link] Which 
emotion most closely describes how you feel after hearing the audio?” and then was followed by four options of 
happy, sad, anxious/fearful, and angry.

5. We repeated steps 3 and 4 for each of the four pictures and four audios
6. Once we had that setup, using a randomized list generator (Random) we put in abbreviated titles of each of the 8 

questions to get a random order that the questions would appear on the survey.
7. We then had a science teacher send out an Interest Form and a Human Consent Form to later send out the 

Parent/Guardian Consent form to high school students currently enrolled in science classes.



   8.  Once the students had filled out the 
Human Consent Form and the Parent/Guardian 
Consent Form, they could take the survey, with 
the results being sent back to the teacher so we 
never saw any names attached to the results.
   9. The teacher anonymized the survey 
results and put the data in a Google Sheet for 
us to analyze.
  10. We repeated steps 7 through 9 for our 
second round.
  11. With this data, we put it into several 
tables, separating each painting from each 
other and having the total for each emotion 
chosen for both the picture and audio; we did 
this for the first round, second round, and the 
combined data from both trials.
  12. Then we graphed all the paintings onto 
one bar graph; again separating into three 
graphs of the first round, second round, and 
combined rounds.
  13. We then plugged each 2x4 matrix into a 
Freeman-Halton extension of Fisher’s exact 
probability test online calculator.

Procedures (Continued)



Combined Results

   

● We originally planned to use a 
Chi-square test, but could not because 
of our pool size

● Instead we used the 
Freeman-Halton extension of 
Fisher’s exact probability test 
which is designed to work for a 
2x4 matrix of a small sample 
size  



Round 1 Results



Round 2 Results



Analysis
● Based on viewing the graphs alone, there seems to be very little consistency between the 

paintings and their corresponding audio. 
● All of the audios greatly lean towards being viewed as anxious/fearful while the paintings are 

significantly more evenly distributed throughout the given emotions. 
● Overall, the visual works of art are more effective at portraying a wider range of human 

emotions, while the converted audios have a much smaller range. 
● Between the four pieces of artwork, only Fallen Angel had a consistent distribution of 

emotions, with a PA value of 0.679 for the combined data, which is far larger than our cutoff of 
0.05. Other p-values from our data were considerably less than 5%, meaning that we had to 
reject the null hypothesis.

● Because only one art piece exceeded our cutoff while the other three fell below, our general 
conclusion is that our hypothesis was not supported. We believe that Fallen Angel has such a 
high p-value because, in either visual or audio form, no emotion seemed to be overwhelmingly 
chosen. 

● People did not feel one emotion stronger than the other so the probabilities were closer in 
proportion. 



Future Research
● Our hypothesis did not work in practice, most likely due to the unnatural sounds of computer-generated 

noises. 
● At this point in time, this technology cannot be used for assisting visually impaired individuals in better 

understanding the emotions felt from famous pieces. 
● In the future, different software that is better capable of representing emotions could be used. 
● The factors of music that give it its emotional value are lost in translation by the audios being comprised 

of artificial sounds. 
○ To combat this, we could try redoing this experiment with a different method of sound conversion 

using something more organic
● We cannot be entirely sure how much of an effect our sample size was on our data seeing as the p-values 

we got are far from our cutoff, but if we were to redo this experiment, we may want to survey a larger 
pool of people. 
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